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ABSTRACT

collective action such as interest groups, NGOs, and
social movements than to collective action with a
primarily online base open to participation in a variety
of forms. Is this the case? How can researchers
overcome this limitation?

Empirical research on open collaboration and collective action
online has begun in earnest only recently. Different research
approaches have emerged over the last decades that aim at
explaining the socio-political base of open collaboration. The
panel focuses on several key issues and challenges facing sociopolitical approaches in the analysis of open collaboration and
collective action online, will atempt to map the main theoretical
and methodological research trends, and finally, challenges the
limitations and traps of current approaches while reflecting on the
suitable ways to fruitfully analyses open collaboration.

1.

Empirical organizational research on Free, Libre and
Open Source Software projects (FLOSS), and on wikis
and social media production more recently, has
primarily focused on case studies of the most successful
projects. Which are the limitations of this empirical
approach? How can we expanding organizational theory
and methods from other fields of open collaboration
online than the FLOSS? How can researchers overcome
the limitations of case study approaches?

2.

Although social movement theory contributed to early
field level analyses of open collaboration, research on
open collaboration has problematized social movement
theory's tendency to approach social movements in a
protest perspective and their impact in terms of national
state political institutions. This narrow conception of
social movement expression and outcome has prevented
researchers from realizing social online collective
action' promise. How can researches adapted the social
movements theory to open collaboration research? How
can we overcome this limitation?

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.4.0 [Computers and Society]: General – open collaboration,
online communities, collective action, socio-political approaches.

General Terms
Management, Economics, Human Factors, Standardization,
Theory, Legal Aspects.

Keywords
Keywords are your own designated keywords.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Empirical research on open collaboration and collective action
online has begun in earnest only recently. Different research
approaches have emerged over the last decades that aim at
explaining the socio-political base of open collaboration. The
term socio-political aims to be inclusive sociology, political
science, social and cultural anthropology, organizational theory
and social media studies. In particular, we will focus on three
important themes that require further reflection:
1.

2.

WORKING PLAN

The panel will be structured as follows:
1.

Several authors have argued that the categories applied
to open collaboration adopted from political science and
political sociology seem to be better adapted to
representational politics forms such as political parties
and administrations or to primarily offline forms of
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2.

Introduction and short presentations to warm up the
discussion, by the following speakers:
a.

Benjamin Mako Hill: Moving beyond case studies
and studying failure in free/open collaborative
communities (10-15 minutes).

b.

Mayo Fuster Morell: Limitations and challenges of
the social movements theory to analyse online
open collaboration (10-15 minutes).

c.

Johanna Niesyto: Categories applied to open
collaboration (10-15 minutes).

General discussion (approximately 45 minutes),
covering topics of interest for the audience, building on
top of the comments and perspectives presented in the
first part of the session.
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